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About This Game

Earn points by doing that which is pointless.

Based on the designer’s own struggle with depression, Life is Pointless takes the player on a cerebral and stoic adventure as they
try to escape their meaningless existence. Deep and contemplative, the player is forced to repeatedly complete the same
mundane tasks in this minimalist experience, watching as the days pass endlessly before them. More of a philosophical

argument than a game, Life is Pointless will force you to take a closer look at your own daily actions, and determine if you, too,
are in the pointless pursuit of points.

Features include:
•Over .01 hours of exciting gameplay!

•Absolutely no multiplayer capabilities!
•Vivid color palette of black, white, off-white, and dark-grey!

•Painstakingly produced over the span of almost an entire week!
•Two endlessly looping tracks of music, each an astonishing six seconds long!

•Revolutionary day and night cycle!
•Incredibly smooth learning curve!

•Points!

But the best part about Life is Pointless is that you don’t even need to be actively playing the game to earn points! For the truly
devoted player who wants to live the game, rather than play it, they can minimize the application, and perform their daily

computer routines. Even if the game loses focus, it will still record the number of key presses you enter, slowly adding them to
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your score. At the end of the day, you can go back into the game, and see just how many points your normally pointless
existence has earned you!

“Fantastic!”
  -Made up game reviewer #1

“5 stars!”
  -Made up game reviewer #2

“The greatest game ever made!”
  -Will deManbey (Game Designer, Life is Pointless)

“Better than Car Theft Auto!”
  -Will deManbey’s Mom

Disclaimer:
If you haven’t already guessed from the above description, screenshots, and trailers, there isn’t all that much to this game. It was
created from a place of twisted darkness in the designer’s soul, and publishing it was just something he decided to do for fun. He
was originally going to make it free, but the same twisted darkness thought it would be hilarious to make people pay for it. That

being said, do not purchase this “game” if you do not have a sense of humor. If you’re planning on feeling disappointed, and
writing a negative review about it later, then you might as well stop right here. This game was built on negativity and

disappointment, so the designer has plenty of it already.
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It doesn't even launch on W10.. It's an addicting and fun game so far. BUT, and that's a huge but, there are alot of bugs. Most of
them are easily being fixed by simply restarting the mission.

But what really annoys me is the Bunker-DLC-issue which is a common known bug. You start a mission where you have to
work on a bunker and you simply can't enter it. It just says "Press S or W to go up or down the ladder" (or something similar to
that). Problem is, you simply can't get to the ladder since the bunker is closed and there is no button to open it.

Can't recommend the game as of for now, but will change my review once the developers manage to fix the bugs instead of
publishing new DLC's.... Basic and average looking 8 minute experience that was quite exciting but ended far too soon....tough
one to recommend.. Free Skins? What? Ok.. I like. Climb Friends.. Yes, I beat the game! Very challenging game with SNES
graphics and sound. Very easy to get into, but hard to beat. If you're looking for a cheap game that's fun and a challenge you
should get it.. Enjoyed it.
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Its Garbage. This is fantastic, hopefully the dev will not abondon and steadily improve this.. This may be the absolute worst FPS
game I hav ever played, and I have played quite a few.
I couldn't gt past 21 minutes of gameplay. Let me throw down:

1: The graphics aren't terrible. they are ctually pretty up to par with sme other idie dev stuff out there.
2: The controls are more sluggish than if you were trying to pilot a zombie in a diving suit using RC drones to move his limbs.
Its fracking awful. Just the worst. Not to mention, everything in this game feels like it weighs ten tons more than it should.

3: The enemies (the only two types) have a lot wrong. a. The do not so much as spawn, as much as just freaking teleport into the
room you are currently standing in. b. They do not so much as have AI as they just have one simple command. Charge in a
direction similar to yours, get IN your hitbox, and hit you so that you cannot return fire or actual maneuver around to avoid
getting bludgeoned to death. c. Soak bullets like they're made of friggin space dwarf metal.

4: The puzzles. Oh boy... lets not spend too much time here... but there are essentially three or four kinds of puzzles in this
game.
a. Flip card memory puzzles with easy to remember symbols.
b. point the lazer pillar at a target to power a thing.
c. put the ball in the hole and make the lights come on.
d. Jump from block to block while they are moving.

So all fo these suck pretty hard. But teh jumping is made quite hard given that YOU CANT FRUGGIN ACTUALLY JUMP
YOU JUST MOVE FORWARD REALLY FRUGGIN SLOW!!!!. Like I said before... trying to move in this game is like trying
to swim in a vat of cold molasses while wearing teh iron boots from Ocarina of Time and trying to drag 4 corpses with each of
your limbs while wearig a giat fur parka underneath another, gianter furrier parka.

This game sucks.
It was not wrk teh .74 I paid.
And Its not even worth the effort of going thru the refund process.. Not worth your time or money, unfortunately. The comic is
well enough drawn and colored, but it basically has no story; the vast majority simply depicts two characters' run through the
Gungeon, which is completely uninteresting to anyone who has played the game\u2014hell, it's probably uninteresting to anyone
who hasn't, too. Nothing unusual happens to them, so what you get is just their reactions to typical Gungeon stuff as first-timers,
and they aren't good enough characters to make that entertaining.

There's just no point to this, and it's a shame because Enter the Gungeon constantly hints at a colorful and fun wider universe
through its lore text and NPCs. That wider universe makes an appearance in this comic for about five of its pages, and it's not a
terribly interesting portrayal while it lasts.

Currently, the only way to acquire this seems to be through the Collector's Edition of the game, and I would advise you not to
consider it a significant reason to make that purchase.. Absolutely great song, and it's a blast to play on guitar. Not sure if there's a
bass track, but if you play guitar and enjoy the White Stripes song Blue Orchid, you will enjoy this track.

New Correction: Track now works on PC! I say it's 100% recommended now.. Those Costume or Armor means nothing, They don't
Raise the stats nor Lower the stats.
But the only thing is the Buffs such as Increasing your Damage which doesn't help at all Since in the later game there will be a
better Armor that can give you PP each, 200 Defense, 50% defense or better stuff.

If you like those Costume, feel free to modify it (Yes you can) but you have to scavenge it or buy it.

Or better, Sell the outfit they cost 1.5x if you're too lazy to scavenge.. INSURGENCY STUTTERSTORM , its a good game but the
stuttering just... no
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